
REFLECTIONS ON READING – WELCOME LETTER

Greetings to lovers of reading and to those who are curious
about the reading experience. Welcome to returning
Academy members and a special hello to new members.

We are delighted you will be joining us as we reflect on
books and reading.  There are so many questions to explore
and ideas to discuss. 

We are all readers. The workshop provides an opportunity to
think about our own experiences and share our thoughts and
experiences with each other.

This workshop was inspired by a 3-part series from CBC
Ideas called “Reading with a Grain of Salt.” 

Reading with a Grain of Salt, Part 1 | CBC.ca

Reading with a Grain of Salt, Part Two | CBC.ca

Ideas: Reading With a Grain of Salt, Part Three on Apple
Podcasts

We encourage workshop members to listen to the
series before we begin the workshop in September.

Each workshop member is expected to do a presentation. Each
presentation should last approximately 20 minutes, leaving room
for lively discussion.

https://www.cbc.ca/player/play/1737458756001
https://www.cbc.ca/player/play/1753247811943
https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/reading-with-a-grain-of-salt-part-three/id151485663?i=1000479786454
https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/reading-with-a-grain-of-salt-part-three/id151485663?i=1000479786454


Please pick a topic for your presentation and dates that work for
you. We have provided a list of suggested topics and an organization of
those topics in the document entitled “Topics” on the Academy’s
website.  Both the topics and the order of those topics are flexible. We
welcome you to suggest topics other than the ones we’ve provided.

We have posed questions for each topic to stimulate our thinking
and the discussion (see document entitled “Topics: Reflections on
Reading”). In preparing your presentation, you do not need to limit
yourself to the questions we have posed, but it is a good idea to
pose some key questions to the participants prior to the
presentation.

We would also suggest that presenters send out 2-3 articles for
workshop members to read in advance of the presentation. You
may select from the list of articles we have provided or select
other articles from your own research.

Workshop members are encouraged to think about the questions
and read the articles in advance of each workshop session in
order to ensure a rich and lively discussion. 

A slide presentation is NOT required. However, if you wish to do a
slide presentation or would like any other kind of assistance with
your presentation, we are available. You are also encouraged to avail
yourselves of the technical support provided by the Academy Tech
team throughout the year. 

We invite you to read any of the books on reading. We have
provided a list of books on books, many suggested by CBC Ideas.  We
both recently read the book, “My Life with Bob: Flawed Heroine Keeps



Book of Books” by Pamela Paul. It’s an easy read and touches on some
of the topics we will be discussing in the workshop.

Please feel free to send us any books/articles relevant to the workshop
that you come across.

If you have any questions about any of this, or just want to say
“hello”, feel free to contact either or both of us by phone or email. 

Our first meeting will be held on Wednesday, September 14th from
12:15-2:15  p.m.

We look forward to seeing you then. The workshop dates are: Sept
14, Sep 28, Oct 12, Oct 26, Nov 9, Nov 23; Jan 11, Jan 25, Feb 8, Feb
22, March 8, March 22 

Yvettematyas@hotmail.com     647-404-9953

Theaherman1@gmail.com        416-409-7620

mailto:Yvettematyas@hotmail.com
mailto:Theaherman1@gmail.com



